
will explore Discrete Choice Modeling, 
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Whether and how to bundle 

growth

occasions on purchase 

decisions

issues, as needed.
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real-world issues.

DCM presents survey 
respondents with a realistic 
and natural purchase decision 

These tasks not only make data 

collection easier and provide more 

reliable data, they also make 

intuitive sense to non-technical 

end-users of the research results.

DCM extends the general 

handle.
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Did you know?
Discrete Choice 
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to expand its product line to new audiences who are not 
as technically sophisticated or as experienced as its 

They have conducted enough 

within current research and 

they should develop one entry-

are developed, to what extent will 

these new products 

Discrete Choice Modeling 

design.

CASE  STUDY:  

Design of Discrete Choice Modeling Choice Task Sets

attributes and 
levels to be studied.

-

the variations within a 

can be attached to the unit, 
the extent an individual can 

-
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parental controls on content 

-

that a respondent in the targeted 

These criteria vary depending on 

attributes and levels within 

respondent will be able to handle 

without abandoning the survey. 

strategy to be considered is a 

SURVEY

tip

029

In situations where 
competitive products are 
included in the design, 
performance potential 
against competitive 
products can also be 
estimated, particularly in 
regard to cannibalization of 
one product over another.
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-

individual sees is a statistically 

This strategy does involve larger 

a statistically appropriate 

that the DCM design and data 

explore the attributes and levels 

-

buying decisions.

Once these decisions are made,

-
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“In fractionalized design, the number of choice 
task sets in the overall design remains the same”.

design
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Each respondent is shown a series of these tasks, 
the number of which is determined by the numbers 
of attributes, levels, and products included in the 
design.

-

-
-

The goal is to present 

the respondent with a 

realistic comparison of 

available or potential 

products in the category 

being explored. 

they are to purchase the option 

-

-

available

Content rating Content ratingContent ratingContent rating

Example of Discrete 
Choice Task

Thinking only of these four products, which of these 
products do you most prefer?

How likely would you be to purchase the product you 
selected from among these four products?

Figure 1:
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What Does 
Discrete Choice 
Provide as 
Results?

-

-

decisions.

-
spondent choices when this higher-end product is included in the 

-

-

increase in revenue.

About Customer Lifecycle, LLC

-
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explored. The blue buttons to the right activate the instructions 
-

-
-

Real-World Applications

-

-

In Conclusion…

-

provides elegant and easy-to-use deliverables which help to 
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Simulators

Modeling study is an 

shown here.
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